Title word cross-reference


\(k/2\) [2009]. \(t\) [591]. \(L_1\) [1647]. \(n\) [2141, 1002]. \(r\) [571]. \(\rho\) [432]. \(s\) [2003]. \(t\) [2003].

\(-\text{approximate}\) [1221, 184]. \(-\text{automorphism}\) [249]. \(-\text{center}\) [1996]. \(-\text{cliques}\) [571]. \(-\text{core}\) [815, 1712, 1453]. \(-\text{DB}\) [1088]. \(-\text{gram}\) [2141].

-\text{grams} [1002]. \(-\text{graph}\) [1647]. \(-\text{hop}\) [2009]. \(-\text{means}\) [624, 1691]. \(-\text{nearest}\) [1493, 1692]. \(-\text{Nearest-Neighbor}\) [87]. \(-\text{path}\) [1081]. \(-\text{ranks}\) [1070]. \(-\text{regret}\) [1035, 1443]. \(-\text{tree}\) [596]. \(-\text{trees}\) [1288]. \(-\text{uncertainty}\) [432].

\(11g\) [110, 112, 283]. \(12c\) [1780, 1374].

\(2.0\) [126, 2079, 2113, 1158]. \(2014\) [1187]. \(2X\) [1506].

\(3X\) [54, 362]. \(6\) [1128].

\(7\) [1199, 1275].

\(864\) [1199].
APOLLO [2159]. application
[2041, 607, 720, 887, 725, 1489, 2050].
application-specific [2050]. applications
[1992, 1970, 2147, 1163, 695, 923, 167, 368,
126, 1081, 46, 1837, 1046, 729, 748, 1406,
884, 1345, 1909, 1417, 155, 273, 1803, 1875,
1820, 481, 1920, 751, 1982, 17, 1197].
applied [1479]. approach
[1737, 1376, 1092, 987, 440, 1054, 1913, 901,
344, 995, 197, 982, 1151, 828, 880, 287, 602,
873, 81, 578, 348, 1375, 1004, 1276, 1706,
401, 1885, 604, 1988, 212, 1257, 1448, 1938,
1863, 884, 484, 90, 1884, 1852, 1422, 1550,
772, 525, 1108, 1853, 1356, 1342, 618, 1016].
approaches [310, 383, 1819]. Approximate
[1274, 1475, 717, 66, 962, 1839, 1902, 1208,
203, 828, 1974, 1724, 334, 2101, 1079, 1452,
1634, 1891, 1661, 1066, 1298, 2055, 955,
1221, 1002, 1633, 1645, 184, 445].
Approximately [1847]. approximating
[108, 2135, 172]. approximation
[1709, 182, 1072, 1204, 819].
approximations [963, 1296, 939, 1637].
ApproxML [2101]. apps [964]. AQWA
[1440, 1412]. arbitrage [1067].
arbitrage-free [1067]. arbitrary
[943, 450, 1641, 1861]. arc [1639].
ArchimedesOne [1576]. architectural
[247]. architecture
[1844, 1589, 107, 1346, 995, 2054, 1769, 1369,
853, 1877, 25, 330, 1361, 403, 1568, 1161].
arichitectures [188, 1118, 1249, 2138, 1507, 938].
arichival [1193, 74]. archives [266, 931].
arichiving [219, 462, 98]. area [303, 1458].
Argonaut [1362]. array
[2012, 1330, 925, 1657, 1928, 636, 1528].
arays [426]. ARShop [1784]. art [1949].
Artemis [304]. artifact [1856]. artifacts
[483]. Arx [2061]. ASAP [1742]. ask
[697, 1936, 535]. aspects [147]. assessing
[1003]. assignment [1383, 1740, 258].
arassignments [224]. assistant [2072].
assisted [154, 1541, 535]. Association
[1349, 907, 795, 584]. associations
[266, 461]. Aster [1128]. ASTERIX [739].
AsterixDB [1607, 1210, 1076, 2048].
asymmetric [2036, 1161]. asymptotic
[1739]. Asynchronous
[1473, 1353, 1303, 1711, 866, 1090].
ATHENA [1553]. atomic [1985]. attack
[2075, 99]. attacks [433]. attention [1742].
Attraction [1015]. attractive [586].
Attribute [1707, 2043, 611, 230].

big-data [2135, 1731]. big-graphs [1182].

bigdata [876]. BigDAWG [1397]. BIIG [1149]. billion [1007, 638, 994].

billion-node [1007]. Binary [283, 812, 2063, 96]. bindings [91].

biological [338]. bionic [2084].

biosequence [698]. bipartite [69, 2023].

Biperpedia [1046].

bisimulation [1548, 1427]. Bitcoin [2111].

bites [913]. Bitlist [960]. bitmap [1339].


BlinkFill [1520]. Block [2024, 839, 1001, 1217]. block-centric [1217].

Blockchain [2052, 2041, 2011, 1920].

BlockchainDB [2056]. blockchains [2056, 1823]. blocking [1212, 1478, 1509, 1550]. Blockjoin [1832].


Bluecache [1653]. bolt [1723]. bolt-on [1723].

Bonding [1342]. BonXai [763].

booking [1556]. Boolean [1959, 173].

boosted [1409]. Boosting [431, 644, 1771].

bottles [507]. bottom [21, 1885].

bottom-up [1885]. boundaries [617].

boundary [1902]. Bounded [1112, 637, 1709, 1667, 1698, 1137].

bounding [252]. bounds [1466, 802, 1755].

box [376]. boxes [677]. branch [1246].


bricolage [1223]. Bridging [1703, 1785, 255, 1054]. Brighthouse [109].

bringing [1128]. broadband [1145].

browser [1578]. browsing [1794, 1537].


built [2074]. bulk [986]. bundling [1271].

bursτing [642]. bursts [437]. bursty [10, 1164].

bus[hy [1132, 1914]. business [650, 2147, 1126, 424, 1618, 759, 1364, 144, 1149].

butterfly [2023]. BW [290]. Bztree [1876].

C [1794, 143, 2145, 726, 100]. C-DEM [143].


cache-friendly [1330]. cache/storage [852].

Caching [1824, 1859, 995, 46, 1768, 506, 1931].

calculation [556]. Calibrating [1057].


capability [662]. capacity [1020, 1862].

CAPE [2076]. CAPER [2041]. Capri [142].

Capri/MR [142]. CAPRIO [2094].

capture [1778]. Capturing [598].

Cardinality [1872, 253, 252, 39]. care [876, 481]. CareDB [477]. Caribou [1729].

CarStream [1776]. carte [971].


Castor [1608]. catalogs [547].

causal [1812]. Causality [1185, 515]. cause [2110].

causes [1290]. CDAS [659]. cell [2045].


centrality [1456].

centric [1390, 775, 1346, 920, 1167, 679, 744, 1173, 1659, 1372, 1217, 1499].

centroid [623].
coproducting [944]. copying [217, 460, 499].
cost-saving [1193]. CostgreSQL [1590].
costs [441, 1736]. Couchdb [2148]. could [2152]. Counter [985]. counterbalancing [2076].
COVIZ [2080]. CPU [107, 1980, 1005, 853, 1249, 701, 938].
CPU/GPU [938]. CPUs [285, 577, 51].
CRUIUS [519]. cross [2041, 727, 1106, 1914, 701, 1178].
cross-application [2041].
cross-comparison [701]. cross-industry [727]. cross-lingual [1178]. Crossbow [2042].
Crossing [1786]. crossroads [2123].
crowd [907, 1154, 1582, 837, 788, 1232, 1061, 617, 808, 1219]. crowd-aided [1219].
Crowdsourcing [1098, 1275, 1615, 1162, 1309, 1408, 1434, 1362, 1585, 1697, 1815, 1800, 659, 744, 762, 1139, 1084, 1820, 696, 1262, 1945, 842, 1658, 1673].
crowdsourcing-based [1815]. cSHB [1339].
CSV [1525]. CSV-like [1525]. cuber [322].
Cubrick [1561]. cuckoo [1912, 1977].
culturomics [1110]. Cümülük [1465, 1700].
current [1614]. custom [469]. customer [1379, 876]. Customizable [2133, 1198].
customization [1533]. CyLog [744].
CyLog/Crowd4U [744]. Cypher [2144].
D [338, 1700, 1506, 1997]. D-Wave [1506].
D2 [936]. D2P [1295]. DAGs [628]. daily [1406].
data
Error [1416, 1137, 1455, 1521, 1838, 1698, 1225, 2140, 1925, 1755, 725, 810].
Error-bounded [1137]. error-tolerant [1521, 810]. errors [1535, 1720, 252].

H [140]. H-store [140]. Haar [1838].

Multilingual [583]. multimedia [508].
multiplayer [275]. Multiple
[706, 1506, 440, 224, 188, 384, 966, 1605, 258,
1260, 238, 243]. multiplication [532],
multiplicity [607]. multiset [1987].
multisets [631]. multistage [946].
multistore [885]. multitenant [800].
multitouch [930]. multiversion [986, 1323, 646].
Muppet [728]. my
[1827, 1714]. Myriad [737]. MySQL [1192].
n [290, 120]. NADEEF [899]. naive [268].
Name [886]. NashDB [2082]. Native
[2128, 2146, 2110]. natural
[1343, 1595, 1676, 1227, 1553]. Navigating
[368, 1974, 1580]. navigation
[1409, 327, 1411, 1537, 1233, 1782].
navigational [1427]. near
[828, 33, 1115, 1771, 266]. NEAR-Miner [266].
near-optimal [33]. Nearest
[395, 87, 1493, 1476, 570, 29, 1692,
1490, 1222, 1974, 1452, 2057, 1066, 657, 1019,
429, 854, 449, 1221, 264, 263, 1272]. NED
[1686]. need [1075, 1033]. needs [1535].
negation [683]. Neighbor
[1464, 87, 1476, 570, 1692, 1490, 1222, 1974,
1452, 2057, 1231, 1066, 657, 1019, 395, 449,
1221, 264]. Neighbor-sensitive [1464].
neighborhood
[1173, 1091, 517]. neighborhood-centric
[1173]. neighbors
[1493, 29, 429, 1331, 263, 1272]. NeMa [794].
Neo [2064]. Nephele [501]. nested
[2051, 353]. net [1479, 462]. NET-FLi [462].
NetEase [1195]. NETS [2035]. network
[163, 234, 1897, 462, 1761, 1175, 706, 301,
1601, 122, 2066, 1908, 1733, 772, 59, 322,
1171, 1758, 786, 2132, 249]. network-aware
[1733]. network-enhanced [322].
networking [893, 325, 1170]. networks
[1493, 1496, 303, 568, 1021, 1927, 2018, 94,
778, 1680, 1766, 813, 12, 1456, 910, 968,
1220, 1475, 1109, 1453, 222, 1034, 1264, 1713,
756, 1879, 453, 1279, 544, 1542, 1915, 472,
518, 1471, 2083, 271, 325, 1727, 1059, 605,
257, 640, 1307, 1633, 2031, 2023, 606, 184,
1269, 524, 2059, 1682, 1712, 370, 1310].
natural [1761, 2066, 2132]. news
[2122, 1406, 932, 811]. NewSQL [1163].
Next [882, 1619, 1041, 909, 2108].
next-generation [1041, 909, 2108]. NFV
[1769]. NG [1641]. NG-DBSCAN [1641].
Nitro [1570]. NLProv [1595]. NN
[1231, 1879, 49]. NoDB [750]. node
[1908, 1007, 638, 1003, 1686]. node-pair
[1003]. nodes [1286]. NoETL
[2148]. NoFTL [914]. NOMAD [1090].
nominal [85]. Non
[1623, 1775, 1876, 1288, 450, 61, 1600, 515,
141, 1078, 1090, 96, 171, 1263]. non-answers
[61, 515]. non-convex [141]. non-graph
[1600]. Non-invasive [1623]. non-locking
[1090]. non-metric [450, 171].
non-redundant [96]. non-volatile
[1775, 1876, 1288, 1078, 1263]. nonlinear
[1443]. normal [589]. Normalization
[262]. normalized [1730, 1386]. NoScope
[1761]. NoSQL
[2024, 950, 719, 2148, 1570, 1045, 771].
nothing [1118, 1507, 1353]. Noticeable
[1908]. noticing [386]. novel [806, 1059].
owcasting [934, 1640]. noWorkflow
[1783]. NScale [1173]. NUMA [1344, 1631].
NUMA-aware [1344, 1631]. number
[1720]. numbering [155]. numerical [182].
nurturing [1421]. NVRAM [1254, 1012].
NVRAM-aware [1254].
O [1514, 1622, 862, 771, 1495, 636]. OASIS
[1739]. obfuscation [687]. object
[440, 280, 156, 406, 509, 316, 730, 405, 575,
644, 1019, 256, 1158, 1372]. object-centric
[1372]. object-oriented [316, 256].
ojective [1240]. ObjectRunner [491].
objects
[1299, 864, 373, 743, 198, 269, 372, 765, 270].
Obvious [1545, 2015, 838]. Obscure
[2015]. observational [1812, 1048, 1625].
quotient
[102x132] [1620].
quickly
[102x144] [1094].
[971].
questions
[1284, 535, 328, 590].
Question
[755].
QueryMarket
[1418, 1591, 1499, 1051, 184].
1792, 333, 682, 1897, 1594, 1581, 1801, 817,
query-workload-aware
Query-oriented
[1423].
quarry-update
[645].
query-workload-aware
[1412].
Querying
[625, 1280, 167, 153, 144, 434, 2031, 1871, 491, 1103, 1343, 1648, 220, 1589, 1792, 333, 682, 1897, 1594, 1581, 1801, 817, 1109, 812, 821, 73, 362, 523, 655, 516, 1553, 918, 1519, 115, 117, 1626, 1906, 1108, 85, 1418, 1591, 1499, 1051, 184].
QueryScope
[755].
QueryWork
[1620].
QUIS
[1792].
quorums
[637].
quotient
[828].
real-world
realistic
realization
Reasoning
rearview
Reason [204, 76, 1907, 2032]. rebuild [1774].


Recommendation [233, 1391, 1195, 1125, 1713, 1863, 1588, 905, 125, 1142, 647, 1171]. recommendations [494, 1718, 1200, 550, 1559, 1450].
recommend [908, 652]. recommender [908, 652]. recommending [1807, 279].

Reconciliation [1034, 121]. Reconciling [1750, 904]. reconducible [476].
redesign [1496, 1714]. Redoop [1152].
Reference-based [187]. references [1260]. refirable [1523]. refinement [392, 1577].

Refinement-based [1392]. region [1598, 89]. region-based [89]. regional [1833]. regions [1065, 2043, 1564, 785, 1744, 141].


scalable [475]. Scalab
1283, 876, 1950, 1141]. services [775, 1176, 1038, 877, 697, 2091, 1006, 1586, 124, 953, 1335, 1863, 1926, 192, 176, 257, 2090]. 


seven [1314, 1460]. seven-dimensional [1460]. several [1544]. sextuple [83].


significant [1573, 430, 660]. Silicon [1617].

silification [2]. SilkMoth [1719]. SIMD [107, 1246, 1330, 202]. SIMD- [1330].

SIMD-scan [202]. similar [2043, 566].


Skipping-oriented [1663]. skycube [528]. skycubes [415]. SkyGraph [1744]. Skyline [833, 1502, 1304, 929, 1750, 529, 1422, 221, 911, 1744, 1000, 1341, 177, 85, 451].


SlimShot [1498]. SLOG [2067]. slow [1496]. Small [394, 680, 2042, 1286, 1130].

SMART [631, 1402, 1299, 915, 1136].

smarter [715]. SmartMonitor [915].


social-network-driven [1171].


UASMs [464]. UbeOne [940]. ubiquity [1866]. UDA [1268]. UDA-GIST [1268].


[1776]. velocity [1163, 644]. VERIFAS
1856]. verifiable [2015]. verification
[2111, 649, 1743, 237, 32, 2033]. verifier
[1856]. Verifying [574], versatile
[129, 1574]. version
[1447, 72, 1121, 1693, 375]. versioning
[1336, 1723]. Vertex
[2023, 1390, 1273, 1091, 1018, 1342].
vertex-centric [1390]. Vertexica [1172].
Vertica [726], vertically [512], verticals
[1974]. very
[1831, 740, 1558, 576, 851, 338, 1232, 80]. via
[2006, 8, 409, 1912, 2060, 232, 1649, 499,
1679, 613, 248, 1634, 804, 2089, 1527, 1908,
1721, 1592, 1742, 1688, 2095, 1798, 1213, 753,
1233, 428, 2035, 1495, 842, 936, 554]. video
[1924, 159, 1761, 158]. View
[580, 775, 1736, 1338, 142, 1617]. viewing
[326]. views [653, 673, 366, 668, 279, 438,
1338, 422, 1558, 119, 1604, 320]. VIIP
[1405]. VINERY [1407], violations [357],
VIP [1655]. VIP-Tree [1655]. Viral
[1291, 1164]. Virtual
[1403, 366, 1924, 767, 367]. virtualization
[892]. virtues [1017]. VisDPT [1583].
VISE [2085]. visibility [1679, 2047], vision
[342, 1082]. VisQI [498]. Vista [2047].
visual
[1534, 1807, 746, 1583, 1405, 1181, 1407,
2080, 1790, 1666, 497, 1450, 736, 1587, 786].
visual-representative [497], visualization
[2107, 332, 1071, 1811, 1683, 1401, 761, 1450,
1082, 1372]. visualization-oriented [1071].
visualizations [1265, 1734, 1150].
visualizer [474], visualizing
[1394, 2116, 138, 2099, 1029, 497]. Vita
[1574]. Vizdom [1426]. VLDB [1187].
vocalization [1760]. voice [1760]. volatile
[1775, 1876, 1263, 1288, 1078]. volume
[1816]. volunteer [1193]. Voodoo [1627].
VoR [449]. VoR-tree [449]. Voronoi [449].
Vroom [1816]. vs [1009, 285, 1478, 1444].
WADaR [1419]. wait [1279]. Walk
[1279, 1649, 609, 1706, 1629, 1036, 974].
Walking [1454], wanted [1936].
warehouse [469, 109, 1702], warehouses
[193]. warehousing
[863, 1115, 319, 468, 323, 847, 123].
WarpLDA [1514]. watching [1718]. Wave
[1506]. wavelet [581, 183, 49]. way
[418, 1803, 671]. weak [1855, 1957]. weakly
[1970, 1779]. Weaver [1523]. web
[1480, 1502, 846, 261, 743, 1644, 629, 1302,
260, 757, 1768, 649, 714, 1941, 940, 1754,
1101, 1147, 1558, 1916, 1106, 760, 1451, 1803,
665, 1639, 965, 558, 733, 1824, 801, 491, 123,
814, 297, 18, 1143, 329, 47, 45, 373, 551, 317,
266, 339, 198, 531, 219, 967, 167, 327, 197,
199, 126, 759, 46, 580, 391, 194, 816, 594,
949, 498, 1609, 787, 458, 101, 369, 523, 390,
328, 648, 298, 16, 525, 315, 135, 83, 1418, 17].
Web-based [1143, 167]. web-content [649].
web-scale [1558, 1639, 733, 329, 369].
web-search [1106]. Web-site [327].
WebContent [123]. websites [1205].
WebTables [45]. WeChat [1773]. weight
[620, 206, 224]. weighted
[11, 224, 424, 1057]. Weld [1909]. were
[1936]. WETSUIT [757]. Where
[1219, 1535, 1629]. white [154]. Who
[703, 680]. whole [419, 845, 1262]. Whom
[697]. why-not [1415, 1586, 1284].
WiClean [2086]. wide [1458, 315].
wide-area [1458], widely [800].
WideTable [1083]. Wikipedia
[873, 2086, 583]. Wikipedia-based [873].
wild [1614]. will [1437]. Willingness [1023].
wind [1069]. window
[676, 27, 1312, 655, 1281, 2025, 1501].
windowed [1554]. wine [507]. wire
[399, 1609]. wireless [1766, 453]. wires
[189]. wise [182, 52, 575, 49]. WiSeDB
[1517]. wisely [782]. Wisteria [1421].
without [386, 1914, 259, 268]. witness
[492]. WOLVES [320]. WOO [872]. word
[199]. words [353]. Work
[1304, 483, 1689, 1835, 832]. Work-efficient
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